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1

iKala Interactive Media Inc.

https://ikala.ai/ 2011

iKala is a leading AI transformation solutions provider from Taiwan, with a mission to "enable AI competencies" of enterprises by providing

AI-driven cloud management and MarTech solutions, to optimize their operational efficiency and increase customer engagement. iKala's

solutions and SaaS products are available in 6 countries, enabling over 800 enterprises and top-tier brands, including Fortune 500

companies, to transform their business.

2 gogoout Co., Ltd https://gogoout.com/en 2017

gogoout is an online car rental matchmaking platform that connects car rental companies on its platform with consumers who have car rental

needs. gogoout provides car rental companies with a comprehensive ERP system, online payment integration, and various IT support to

facilitate efficient management of their vehicle inventory and enable them to generate online bookings effectively.

gogoout also offers consumers a complete price comparison and transparent information disclosure, aiming to bridge the trust gap between

consumers and small to medium-sized car rental companies through marketing and public relations efforts.

3 Ubestream Inc. https://ubestream.com/ 2016

Ubestream is the first artificial intelligence company listed on TPEx(7587), will apply for IPO, focus on developing NLP/NLU & ASR/TTS

engine, smart voice AI integrated solution for non-contact (touch-free/hands-free) digital transformation. Ubestream can provide DL/ML-

based multilingual semantic speech AI for cloud, edge, chip, and Metaverse, as well as AIoT and even AIoE. Self-developed natural speech

and semantic AI engine to help enterprises digitally transform, create enterprise-specific GPT, and deploy it on private cloud or edge end,

without worrying about uploading internal data to public cloud. In addition, AIspeakin launched by Ubestream is a multilingual voice

transcription service with an accuracy rate of over 90%. Feature of Products: *Nature Language Understanding Voice AI on Chip/Edge/Cloud

*Conversational AI Chatbot/Voicebot(Voice GPT) *Human/non-human Voice Identification(Voice Pattern) *Interactive AI Avatar/Human in

Metaverse *AIspeakin Voice transcription/Translation/Summary/Generation

4 Turn Cloud Technology Service Inc.
https://www.turn2cloud.co

m/
2016

Turn Cloud is a leading software company providing enterprise-level digital transformation solutions for commercial real estate operators,

brand operators, wholesalers, and all types of retailers. The comprehensive solution had been deployed in lots of well-known commercial

properties with actual positive revenue impact, such as Shin Kong Mitsukoshi department store, Far eastern department store, Carrefour,

Nico and… etc. With extensive retail industry know-how and mature technology, partnering with global software companies, we expect the

overseas expansion to be accelerated in the next few years.  Highlights: Taiwan’s leading software solution provider to Commercial property

operators with more than 60% market share in department store/shopping mall sector Invited and participated in Retail Tech EXPO / Japan-

Taiwan Startup Summit in Japan Expand the oversea market in China/ SEA /Japan.



5 VM-Fi https://www.vmfi.net/ 2020

VM-Fi is an AI startup company that focuses on AI voice recognition and real-time translation technology. We specialize in developing various

product applications, including AI real-time speech translation, TranslationWindow as a smart counter service, and conference translation

services to assist our customers in overcoming language barriers. We provide our services in both the Japanese and Taiwanese markets.

We have been honored with several awards, such as the CES Innovation Award in 2022 in the smart city sector, the Excellence Award in the

JR Kyushu Business Contest, and the Innovation Program TSUNAGU 2021 1st Runner Award. Furthermore, we are proud to be an official

global supplier partner of Qualcomm.

6 Authme Co., Ltd. https://authme.com/ 2019

Authme is one of leading digital identity verification providers founded by white-hat hackers. Powered by AI technology, Authme has

developed their own solutions includes document verification, NFC verification, face matching and liveness detection. Authme helps

businesses optimize their onboarding process, enhance user experience, and strengthen cybersecurity by preventing AI presentation attacks.

To date, Authme has accumulated over three million verifications.

Authme has gained high recognition from corporations and governments. They won first place in the Financial Supervisory Commission

Hackathon and collaborated with Taiwan’s ITRI to drive Deepfake research. Their solutions have been implemented by various companies,

including LINE Bank and Standard Chartered. As a member of the FIDO International Alliance, Authme actively participates in the ID Working

Group to contribute to the development of safer identity verification standards.

7 Singularity&Infinity Co., Ltd. https://gosaico.com/en 2015

Singularity and Infinity is a software startup that specializes in "Mathematical Optimization" and "Data Science." By combining top

mathematicians and software engineers, we assist the logistics industry in optimizing their delivery operations from warehousing,

transportation, to last-mile delivery. With highly flexible, scalable, and efficient computations, we significantly reduce operating costs while

improving throughput and capacity. On average, we improve the transportation capacity of logistics fleets by over 33% and save up to 25% in

fleet mileage. Moreover, we eliminate the reliance on the experience of individual drivers that traditional logistics companies heavily rely on

for decision-making. With the assistance of artificial intelligence, we minimize human biases and align the interests of logistics companies

with company goals.

8 Turing Chain Ltd. https://certs.turingchain.tech/ 2020

Turing Chain's SaaS product, Turing Certs, help schools, governments, companies, to issue E-certificates on the blockchain for a paperless

and trustful world. With our system, people can easily access and manage their E-certificates by entering the Turing Certs system.Turing

Certs, We deliver Trust.
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9 YajanTech Co.,Ltd. https://yajantech.com.tw/ 2015
YajanTech is an AR/XR integrated provider. We are not only dedicating to provide you the befitting products based on creating the best UI

experience.

10 iMobile Mind Company
https://www.imobilemind.c

om/
2008

iMobile Mind devoted to R & D innovative application of 5G smart technology for over 15 years. We focus on developing ISAI APP

middleware of digital transformation and mobile information security on mobile devices. Our mission is to provide security, efficient, cost-

effective Enterprise APP platform to assist companies to provide easy-to-use enterprise mobile applications for employees and vendors.

There are branch companies in Taiwan, United States, Japan, China, and Southeast Asia. Our ISAI SaaS / PaaS Service has implemented

in many countries and cooperated with resellers successfully to serve many Global Top 500 companies. ISAI Platform could assist the

implementation of ESG Mobile Digital Governance Security Solution to protect all information or data of various enterprise system, photo,

messages, and PDF files. ISAI can integrate very fast with different enterprise system such as Workflow, OA, ERP, BI, MES. EMS, CRM…

etc. without coding and update iOS and Android APP. ISAI APP provide powerful functions of mobile security and data protection including

mobile data transmission encryption, automatic watermarking, prohibiting copy or forward, remote deletion of mobile data, application of

authorization and management. ISAI have SSO API and accepted MFA technology of Face ID, Fingerprint, and Device ID Verification. ISAI

APP could support all iOS and Android mobile devices.
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